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A vital safety concern in the analysis of nuclear power reac-

tors is the thermal hydraulic behavior of the reactor coolant sys-

tem under steady state and transient conditions. The goal of this

study has been to develop an appropriate model for the U-tube type

steam generators in a typical pressurized water reactor. To per-

form this modeling, the RETRAN computer code package was utilized.

RETRAN is designed to provide a best-estimate thermal hydraulic

analysis of complex fluid flow systems such as are associated with

light water reactors. The code solves both steady state and time

dependent problems.

The Trojan nuclear plant in Prescott, Oregon, owned and operated

by the Portland General Electric Company (PGE) served as the basis

for this computer model. A crude primary loop RETRAN model was

provided by PGE for use as a starting point. In this study, a

detailed steam generator model was developed and merged with the



primary loop model to create an expanded RETRAN system model.

The principal objective was to demonstrate the capability of

the model to calculate steam generator fluid properties for a

steady state case at rated conditions. This was done by prescrib-

ing known boundary conditions for the nominal case and then com-

paring calculated fluid properties with measured data.

After a nominal steady state solution was obtained, another

objective was the demonstration of the modeling capability for

steady states at partial power levels. These steady state cases

were obtained by varying input boundary conditions to correspond to

the partial power levels. Again, the consistency of the resulting

steady state calculations was verified by comparison of calculated

fluid properties with measured data.

The final objective of this study was to model the response of

the system under hypothetical transient conditions. A step load de-

crease of 10% was selected since it is within the normal operating

design capabilities of the steam generator. Perturbations were in-

put to the nominal steady state case as step changes in fluid bound-

ary conditions, both for reasons of simplicity in modeling and to

provide a conservative test of the model's stability under fluc-

tuations which are severe compared with normal operational tran-

sients. This transient calculation approached an asymptotic set of

steady state conditions which yielded good agreement with those pre-

dicted by linear interpolation of steady state quantities calculated

for power levels bracketing the target power level.
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THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS OF A U-TUBE STEAM GENERATOR IN A

PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR

I. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

A vital safety concern in the analysis of nuclear power reactors

is the thermal hydraulic behavior of the reactor coolant system under

both operational and off-normal conditions. It is obviously not prac-

tical to determine this behavior experimentally for all situations

which might be encountered during the operating life of a reactor.

As a result, analysts must rely upon computer models, such as can be

constructed with the RETRAN code package, to determine the response

of the system. An integral part of this effort is associated with

the appropriate modeling of the steam generators in a pressurized

water reactor (PWR). Specifically, there is a need to accurately pre-

dict variations in the steam generator secondary liquid level and

mass inventory during transient conditions. A significant number of

spurious reactor trips occur due to excessive variations in steam gen-

erator liquid levels during normal PWR operations, such as reactor

start-up. Such trips often are due to operational errors caused by an

insufficiently detailed knowledge of liquid level behavior during the

transients. A better understanding of liquid levels could prove use-

ful from an economic standpoint if it leads to a reduction in the

frequency of such trips.

The objective of this study is to develop a best-estimate RETRAN

model for the steam generator of a typical PWR. The model is of

sufficient generality to predict variations in secondary liquid level,

mass inventory and natural recirculation, under a variety of con-

ditions.
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The RETRAN code incorporates enough modeling elements and

flexibility to cover all relevant aspects of the steam generator.

In addition, it has been widely verified within the nuclear indus-

try through the accumulation of a large body of user experience.

The Trojan nuclear plant in Prescott, Oregon, owned and op-

erated by the Portland General Electric Company (PGE), served as the

basis for the computer model developed in this study. A primary-

loop RETRAN model containing a crude, single-volume steam generator

secondary model was provided by PGE for use as a starting point.

In this study, a detailed steam generator model has been developed

and merged with the primary-loop model to create an expanded RETRAN

system model. This integrated system model is then examined under

various steady state and transient conditions. The results of these

analyses are compared with information contained in Reference 1, as

well as with data obtained during normal operations by in-plant mon-

itoring systems.
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II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. Steam Generator Description

This study is based on a Westinghouse PWR with a rated power out-

put of 1,130 MWe. Heat is transferred from the primary coolant via

the walls of the steam generator U-tubes to the secondary coolant

flowing past them, thereby converting secondary feedwater to sat-

urated steam. The primary coolant remains subcooled at a pressure of

2,240 psia, whereas the secondary side is pressurized to 910 psia

at rated conditions.

The plant contains four Westinghouse Model 51 steam generators,

one in each primary coolant loop (see Figure 1). These units consist

of an evaporator section in the lower half, above which is located a

moisture separator section. The evaporator section contains an in-

verted U-tube bundle, through which reactor coolant flows after enter-

ing an inlet plenum in the lower hemispherical head of the steam

generator. This lower head is divided into inlet and outlet plenums

by a vertical partition plate extending between the head shell and the

tube sheet. The U-tube ends are fitted into holes in the tube sheet

and then welded to prevent leakage from the primary to the secondary

side across the tube joints. There are 3388 nested Inconel U-tubes

within each steam generator, providing approximately 51,400 square

feet of heat transfer area per unit.

Located between the U-tubes and the outer shell of the steam

generator is the tube bundle wrapper sheet. This sheet creates an
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annular downcomer region. After mixing with the saturated liquid re-

turning from the steam separators, the secondary feedwater flows

through the downcomer and drops to the bottom of the evaporator sec-

tion before coming into contact with the U-tubes. A saturated steam

and water mixture is formed and flows upward into the moisture sep-

arator section, . It enters a set of swirl vane moisture separators

which remove most of the entrained water from the steam. The steam

flow then enters a set of peerless steam dryers located in the top

section of the unit. These dryers increase steam quality to a min-

imum of 99.75% before it flows out the top of the steam generator

to the turbines.

The saturated liquid phase removed by the moisture separators

still contains a small amount of entrained steam. This steam con-

tent is referred to as carry-under. The mixture returns to the

top of the downcomer where it combines with feedwater to form a

subcooled mixture. It then flows through the downcomer and re-

enters the evaporator section. This constitutes a closed flow

path within the steam generator, in which flow is maintained solely

by natural convection forces.

A parameter which describes this natural circulation under

steady state conditions is known as the recirculation ratio. Dif-

ferent definitions of this parameter may be found in the literature;

the most common definition is the ratio of the return flow of sat-

urated water (plus entrained steam) exiting the moisture separators

to the feed/steam flow rate.
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2. RETRAN Description

RETRAN is a modular FORTRAN computer code package designed to

provide a best estimate thermal hydraulic analysis of light water

reactors, including the reactor core as well as the complex fluid

flow systems associated with it. The code solves both steady state

and time dependent problems as defined by a suitable set of initial

and boundary conditions.

The flow systems are described by the code as a linear array of

representative volumes and connecting junctions. The code requires

that the user provide numerical input data which completely define the

components of the system under study. These data include geometric

specifications for all fluid volumes and junctions as well as initial

pressure-temperature distributions and fluid boundary conditions.

Also included are specifications for heat sources, material properties

for heat conductors and circulating fluid, descriptions of components

such as pumps, valves, etcetera, and control system parameters. These

control system parameters describe time-dependent changes in any of the

defined components or boundary conditions as determined by the action

of built-in control systems included in the model.

RETRAN applies the conservation equations for mass, momentum

and energy, coupled with the fluid state equations, to each volume in

terms of volume-averaged fluid property and flow conditions. Also

included where applicable are empirical correlations to account for

processes such as single and two-phase friction, heat transfer, etc.

Special submodules are provided in RETRAN to describe components

commonly used in light water reactors. These include pumps, heat



conductors, valves, sprays, and so on. For example, a pump is

modeled as a standard RETRAN volume with user-specified pump char-

acteristic curves describing the functional relationships between

pump head, flow, speed, and motor torque.

RETRAN features a steady state self-initialization (SSSI) option

requiring that a sufficient number of fluid conditions be specified in

order to arrive at an equilibrium solution for the entire system.

RETRAN determines this solution via an iterative calculation, provided

that the system is properly specified. The application of the SSSI

option to the model developed in this study is more fully described

in Chapter IV.

From the initialized steady state condition it is possible to

initiate transients through the use of input perturbation parameters

describing time-dependent effects on flow, pressure, mass inventory,

steam quality, and interface conditions between fluids and solids

such as heat fluxes and surface temperatures. These perturbations in

many cases are associated with the action of components such as

control rods, pumps, and valves, or with accidental occurences such

as blockages, pipe breaks, etc.

The degree of detail with which the system is modeled is limited

only by the amount of computer core space and time (i.e. money) avail-

able. Nodalizations needed to describe the fluid conditions along

the interconnected linear flow paths and the temperatures in solid

components which exchange heat with the fluid are entirely user-

specified. The time step used for integration of the transient equa-

tions is subject to an automatic step selection algorithm provided by
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the code. Detailed descriptions and derivations of the governing

equations, empirical correlations and numerical solution tech-

niques can be found in Reference 2.
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III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

As a starting point for this study, a primary loop RETRAN model

of the Trojan reactor was provided by PGE. This model contains a

lumped single loop representation of the four primary coolant loops.

The single loop was formulated by quadrupling volumes, flow areas,

and mass flow rates for each actual loop component while maintain-

ing proper elevations and junction form loss coefficients throughout

the loop.

In its initial form the primary model consisted of 18 volumes

and 20 junctions (see Figure 2). The model contained a crude single

volume representation for the steam generator secondary, connected to

a pair of RETRAN "fill"-type junctions. These "fill" junctions are

used to specify the flow boundary conditions required to represent the

feed flow into and the steam flow out of the secondary volume.

Reactor coolant pump characteristic curves describing the func-

tional relationships between pump torque and speed and between flow

and pump head are provided as input data in tabular form. Additional

numerical data describing core and U-tube geometries and material pro-

perties are included, along with junction form loss coefficients.

In this study, a detailed secondary side model was developed and

merged with the PGE-provided primary loop model. The steam generator

secondary consists of a 10-volume, 13-junction nodalization (see Fig-

ure 3). Heat is transferred from the primary side via 6 heat conduct-

or "tube" sections into 3 heated volumes on the secondary side which

represent the evaporator section of the steam generator.
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The temperature dependent thermal conductivity of the tube section

walls is input to the code in tabular form.

Above the heated volumes is located an upper plenum volume,

also referred to as the chimney or riser section. The two-phase

mixture flows through this plenum before entering the steam separator

volume. The action of the swirl vane moisture separators is approx-

imated using the RETRAN bubble-rise modeling option. This model for

steam separation contains six fundamental assumptions:

1. The bubble-rise volume contains a free surface separating

two-phase mixture from saturated steam.

2. The volume has a constant cross-sectional area.

3. Below the surface in the vertical direction exists a linear

mass distribution of saturated steam. This distribution is

characterised by a bubble gradient parameter and by the

average steam density within the mixture.

4. The steam penetrates the surface with a prescribed velocity

relative to the free surface.

5. Fluid which departs the volume at a specified elevation

below the mixture level is of the same quality as the

two-phase mixture at that elevation. Saturated vapor

is assumed to fill the volume at all elevations above the

mixture level.
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6. The conservation equations still apply to each volume in an

integral sense.

The RETRAN bubble-rise model (see Figure 4) is applied to two vol-

umes within the steam generator. The first of these represents the

steam separator internal volume (Volume 27). It is within this volume

that the primary separation of saturated steam from saturated liquid

occurs. The saturated steam flows out the top of the volume into the

into the steam dome/dryer section (Volume 28) while the saturated

liquid is drawn through a horizontal junction into the second bubble-

rise volume (Volume 32). This second volume represents the open

region within the steam generator shell surrounding the swirl vane

canisters. In general the saturated liquid contains a small amount

of entrained steam, and enters this volume near the bottom.

The second bubble-rise model is necessary to account for the water

level which exists outside the moisture separators, as well as for the

bubbling up of a fraction of the entrained steam into the steam

dome region. The nominal amount of steam carryunder is estimated to

be 0.25 percent of the total flow from the steam generator, or

approximately 10 lb/sec at 100% of rated power. The balance of the

flow into this volume exits into an "upper downcomer" mixing vol-

ume (Volume 31) where it merges with incoming feedwater from a

standard RETRAN "fill" junction to form a slightly subcooled liquid.

It is then routed back to the tube bundle sections via the downcomer

volume (Volume 30).
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The steam dome is located above the two bubble-rise volumes.

This region consists of two volumes (Volumes 28 and 29) separated

by a horizontal junction. The bubble-rise model requires the fluid

exit property to be saturated steam. Due to this limitation, it is

not possible to include a realistic model for the steam "drying"

which occurs in the upper level of the steam dome, since the quality

of steam entering the volume is already 100 percent (no moisture

content). However, by specifying a junction with an attendant

form-loss coefficient at the elevation of the steam dryers, it is

possible to include a pressure drop at this point caused by resist-

ance due to the geometric configuration of the dryer baffles. The

steam is then carried out the top of the steam generator via another

RETRAN "fill" junction.

To facilitate comparison between computed and measured steam

generator liquid levels, a RETRAN collapsed liquid level calculation

is performed in Volume 32 (see Figure 5). This option causes the

total liquid volume to be calculated by dividing the total liquid

mass within the volume by the density of saturated liquid within

the volume. The level that the saturated liquid would reach in the

specified volume is then determined. This calculation is necessary

in order to provide a liquid level determination consistent with that

obtained by the in-plant level gauge. This gauge essentially meas-

ures the static pressure drop between two taps in the shell of the

steam generator. Therefore, it registers a liquid level based on the

hydrostatic head of water located between them, rather than the ac-

tual "geometric" level. The "geometric" level is higher than the

collapsed level due to voids contained beneath the mixture interface.
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IV. STEADY STATE ANALYSIS

1. Steady State at Rated Conditions

A principal objective of this study has been to develop a best

estimate RETRAN model capable of calculating all important steady

state fluid properties at 100 percent of rated power level conditions.

An important tool in this development was the application of the

RETRAN steady state self initialization (SSSI) option. This option

requires that a sufficient number of the model fluid parameters be

provided in order to completely specify the fluid conditions within

the system.as determined by means of an iterative calculation. For

instance, using the SSSI option, RETRAN would be able to completely

determine the thermal hydraulic state of a system from the following

combination of input data: initial flow rates for all junctions,

fluid pressure and enthalpy for one volume per isolated flow system,

and junction form loss coefficients for all but one junction per

closed flow path within the system.

The application of the SSSI option to the steam generator sec-

ondary model is illustrated in Figure 5. Pressure was specified in

the top volume of the steam dome (Volume 29). The enthalpy specifi-

cation was chosen to be that of the mixing volume of the downcomer

(Volume 31), where entering feedwater combines with return flow from

the moisture separator volume. This volume was chosen due to the

fact that its enthalpy could be hand-calculated and then adjusted

within a narrow range. The enthalpy limit for this volume is
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directly related to the amount of steam produced in the generator.

The enthalpy cannot be so low that less steam is produced in the

U-tube sections than the amount which emerges from the top of the

steam separators. On the other hand, the enthalpy must not be

specified so high that unreasonably large values for the steam

carryunder (greater than 0.5%) would result under normal operating

conditions.

Since all junction flow rates must be user-specified prior to

performing a steady state self initialization, it was also nec-

cessary to select a value for the recirculation ratio within the

steam generator. No data relating this quantity is available in the

Trojan FSAR; there is also no in-plant measuring system which de-

termines this ratio. However, Reference 3, which contains a descript-

ion of the Model 51 steam generator, quoted a nominal value of 3.25

for the recirculation ratio at full-power operation. Since no plant-

specific data was available, this nominal ratio was utilized. A

sensitivity study regarding variations in the recirculation ratio

is included in the next section of this chapter.

Several other degrees of freedom were available when specifying

model parameters in order to arrive at a steady state description.

For example, there existed uncertainties in determining such var-

iables as the relative liquid levels between the steam separator

and its surrounding volume, and the fraction of steam flow out the

second bubble-rise volume. In these cases, reasonable estimates

based on engineering judgement were made for the input values.

Sensitivity studies were performed upon these values to determine the
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effect of variations in the input specifications upon the steady state

solution. These studies are also documented in section 3 of this

chapter.

Numerical values for junction form loss coefficients are not

available for many of the secondary side junctions due to the

unusual geometry of flow volumes, oddly shaped support structures

such as tube spacers, dryer baffles, etc. Therefore these coeffi-

cients have been estimated so as to provide reasonable pressure drops

around the loop during a RETRAN steady state calculation.

The limitations of RETRAN itself must also be considered, such

as tha restriction that all steam removed by the steam separator must

be of 100 percent quality (i.e. no moisture carryover). Although

not strictly realistic, the model sufficiently approximated the

actual conditions (steam quality greater than 99.75 %) for the re-

sults to be applicable in all cases of interest here.

Another important steady state parameter which must be taken in-

to account is the effective heat conductor area adjustment which is

computed by RETRAN for the U-tube segments during the SSSI. This

adjustment is performed because the total energy balance in the

steam generator is overspecified: heat transfer geometries as well

as heat transfer properties are input along with the total amount of

energy being transferred. The code resolves this problem by intro-

ducing a correction factor which is applied to the heat transfer sur-

face area for the U-tube heat conductors. This calculated area is

compared with the actual heat transfer area to determine the total

heat transfer area adjustment required. If the area adjustment is
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small (less than 10%), then it serves as an indication that calculated

fluid properties and flow rates on either side of the conductor are

reasonable, assuming that the conductivity data and heat transfer

correlations are accurate.

Nominal conditions for the steam generator were obtained from

Reference 1 and are listed in Table 1. Since the principal goal of

this project is to provide a best-estimate model which may be used

to study actual operational transients, no additional factors to

account for conservatism were applied to these nominal conditions.

All input quantities for the heat source, pressures, mass flow rates

and temperatures are identical with those listed as nominal.

The result of the SSSI calculation at rated conditions is

summarized in Table 2.
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TABLE 1

NOMINAL STEAM GENERATOR PARAMETERS

PRIMARY INLET TEMPERATURE, °F 616.8

PRIMARY OUTLET TEMPERATURE, °F 552.3

PRIMARY AP, psi 34.5

PRIMARY AT, F 64.5

FEEDWATER INLET TEMPERATURE, °F

STEAM TEMPERATURE, °F

SECONDARY AT, °F

STEAM PRESSURE, psia

STEAM FLOW, lb/hr (total)

MAXIMUM MOISTURE CARRYOVER, wt. %

MAXIMUM STEAM CARRYUNDER, wt.

RECIRCULATION RATIO (best estimate)

LIQUID LEVEL (% of narrow range)

OVERALL HEIGHT, ft -in

TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER AREA, ft2/unit

NUMBER OF U -TUBES/unit

U-TUBE 0.D., in

TUBE WALL THICKNESS, nominal, in

440.0

533.3

93.3

910.0

15.07 x

0.25

0.50

3.25

44

67-8

51,500

3388

0.875

0.050

106



TABLE 2

CALCULATED RESULTS

NOMINAL CASE (100% POWER)

CALCULATED HEAT TRANSFER
SURFACE AREA, ft2 53,920

HEAT TRANSFER AREA
ADJUSTMENT, % + 4.7

90,200
SECONDARY MASS
INVENTORY, lbm/unit

STEAM CARRYUNDER

22

ACTUAL
(MEASURED)
VALUES

51,400

QUALITY, % 0.48 < 0.5

TOP-OF-BUNDLE
STEAM QUALITY, % 23.8

PRESSURE DROP ACROSS
JUNCTION 23, psi 1.36

PRESSURE DROP ACROSS
JUNCTION 32, psi 0.42

COLLAPSED LIQUID LEVEL
IN VOLUME 32, ft 3.53

COLLAPSED LIQUID LEVEL IN
VOLUME 32, % of narrow range level gauge 44 44
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2. Steady States at Other Than Rated Conditions

Once a successful steady state solution has been established for

the rated power level, the characteristics of the model at frac-

tional power levels may be explored. Operational conditions at

partial power levels in a PWR equipped with U-tube steam generators

are characterized by changes in one primary- and two secondary-side

parameters: The primary average temperature, the secondary feed/

steam flow rate, and the secondary pressure. These three values are

determined by the plant control system for all operational conditions,

and were obtained for the purpose of testing this model through data

acquired by the Trojan in-plant monitoring systems at various normal

operational states.

Since superheated steam is not generated in a U-tube steam gen-

erator, the rate of heat transfer between the primary and secondary

sides is basically proportional to the difference between the primary

coolant average temperature and the secondary saturation temperature.

When a load change is implemented, both the primary average temp-

erature and the secondary mass flow rate are varied in approximately

linear fashion with the power level variation (see Figures 6 and 7).

In order for the proper amount of overall heat transfer to be ob-

tained, the difference between the primary average temperature and

the secondary saturation temperature must be proportional to the

reactor power level. This proportionality is assured by the linear

increase in primary average temperature with power level, along with

the linear decrease in secondary saturation temperature corresponding
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to the decrease in secondary pressure with an increase in power level

(see Figures 6 and 8).

In addition to the three parameters described above, input re-

quirements for the RETRAN SSSI calculation include the liquid levels

in the steam separator volume and its surrounding region, the sec-

ondary mixing-volume enthalpy (Volume 31), and all junction flowrates.

Secondary liquid level is a critical parameter which is con-

tinuously monitored and controlled using an automatic level control

system, and therefore is determined for all operational steady state

conditions (see Figure 9). It is also possible to narrowly determine

the mixing-volume enthalpy by forcing it to remain within certain

bounding values. These bounds are such that the steam separator does

not produce more steam than it receives, and that a steam carryunder

of 0.5% is not exceeded.

At this point, only the secondary junction flows remain to be

determined in order for the system to be sufficiently specified.

Unfortunately, many of these flowrates depend upon the recirculation

ratio, which is even less well defined for other than nominal con-

ditions. This problem was overcome, however, by recognizing that

junction form loss coefficients are geometry-dependent rather than

flow-dependent and therefore should not change despite a variation

in power level. Thus it is possible to converge upon the proper

flowrates by a trial-and-error method wherein the RETRAN-calculated

loss coefficients for the fractional power level case are compared

with those produced by the rated-conditions case, and the flowrates

are adjusted until the same loss coefficients are obtained for all
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power levels.

Studies of this type were performed for steady state conditions

at 25, 50, and 75 percent of rated power level. Changes in recirc-

ulation ratio and secondary mass inventory are plotted in Figures

10 and 11. Table 3 contains a summary of other important calculated

results for these three cases.

It is important to note that for all four power level cases

considered, the calculated heat transfer area for the U-tube heat

conductors did not vary by more than 10% from the specified value

of 51,400 square feet per unit. This serves to indicate that the

geometric specifications are reasonable and that the adjacent fluid

conditions (both primary and secondary) near the heat conductors

are fairly close to what would be expected, assuming that the

material properties specified for the conductors and the heat

transfer correlations employed by the code are realistic.
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TABLE 3

STEADY STATE CALCULATED RESULTS

FOR FRACTIONAL POWER LEVEL CASES (25 - 100%)

POWER LEVEL,%
RECIRCULATION

RATIO
SECONDARY MASS
INVENTORY, lbm/unit

STEAM CARRYUNDER
QUALITY, %

PRESSURE DIFFERENCE,psi
VOL.23 - VOL.29

25 13.0 119,420 0.41 8.26

50 8.0 108,459 0.56 7.33

75
5.0 99,072 0.21 6.84

100 (ref.) 3.25 90,200 0.48 6.80

COLLAPSED LIQUID LEVEL MAINTAINED AT CONSTANT 44% FOR ALL 4 CASES

CALCULATED JUNCTION FORM LOSS COEFFICIENTS APPROX. CONSTANT (t 10%) FOR ALL 4 CASES

CALCULATED HEAT TRANSFER AREA WITHIN 10% OF INPUT VALUE FOR ALL 4 CASES
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3. Parametric Sensitivity Study

In arriving at the nominal steady state solution at rated power,

it was necessary to apply engineering judgment in the selection of

several input parameters. Sensitivity studies were performed upon

these parameters in order to determine their overall effects on the

steady state solution. This was done by varying each parameter while

all other inputs were kept constant. The results of these variations

are summarized in Tables 4 through 8.

Determining the effects of these parametric variations is most

important in arriving at consistent steady state solutions for partial

power levels. This is because, in addition to changing the known

boundary conditions for primary coolant average temperature, secondary

mass flow rates and pressures, four other adjustments are required

in order to obtain the desired results for four corresponding calcula-

ted system parameters. These calculated system parameters consist of

the form loss coefficients for Junctions 23 and 32, the collapsed

liquid level in Volume 32, and the steam carryunder quality. The four

input parameters which are adjusted in order to obtain the desired

results for the four calculated quantities include the recirculation

ratio, the secondary "mixing volume" (Volume 31) input enthalpy, and

the input mixture levels in Volumes 27 and 32.

One additional calculated parameter is monitored as the input

adjustments are made. This is the adjusted heat transfer area for

the U-tube heat conductors. The solutions provided by the RETRAN
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model for partial power levels are judged as being acceptable as

long as this adjusted area remains relatively close (within 10%) to

the specified value (51,400 square feet per unit). Deviations greater

than 10% would indicate that either the heat transfer correlations

provided by RETRAN are inappropriate, or that certain boundary con-

ditions have not been realistically specified.

The input parameters whose effects were studied are listed below,

along with a summary of the overall effects of each upon the steady

state solutions at nominal and partial power levels.

A. Recirculation Ratio

The primary effects of varying the recirculation ratio are

changes in the calculated form loss coefficients for Junctions 23

and 32, and in the steam carryunder quality. When the recirculation

ratio is increased, the junction form loss coefficient for Junction 23

decreases. This is the most important effect of varying the recircu-

lation ratio, since the effects upon the carryunder quality and

Junction 32 form loss coefficient can be compensated for by adjust-

ing other input parameters, such as the Volume 31 enthalpy specifica-

tion and mixture level specifications in Volumes 27 and 32. However,

the only parametric adjustment which significantly affects the loss

coefficient in Junction 23 is to change the recirculation ratio.

B. Bubble Gradient Parameters in Volumes 27 and 32

Varying the bubble gradient parameter in Volume 27 results in

a strong effect upon the calculated form loss coefficient for Junction

32. Effects are minor on all other calculated quantities.
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Varying the bubble gradient parameter in Volume 32 does not

result in a significant effect upon any of the important calculated

quantities. This is because only a small fraction of the total steam

flow (0.25%) is assumed to flow through this volume.

Once values had been selected for the bubble gradient parameters

for the nominal conditions case, they were held constant for the

partial power level cases in order to reduce the number of "knobs"

employed in obtaining the steady state solutions.

C. Relative Liquid Levels in Volumes 27 and 32

The primary effect of varying the relative liquid levels in

Volumes 27 and 32 is to decrease the calculated form loss coefficient

for Junction 32 as the relative liquid levels are brought closer to-

gether. The sensitivity study shows that changes in these relative

liquid levels do not have a significant effect upon any of the other

important calculated quantities. Therefore this difference in liq-

uid levels is used to "fine-tune" the calculated loss coefficient in

Junction 32 for partial power level cases.

D. Volume 31 Enthalpy Specification

This parameter has a strong effect upon the determination of the

steam carryunder quality and the calculated form loss coefficient

for Junction 32. An increase in specified enthalpy in Volume 31

results in an increase in steam carryunder quakity and a decrease

in the Junction 32 form loss coefficient. This enthalpy specifi-

cation is therefore one of the four primary adjustments which must be
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made in order to obtain consistent steady state results at partial

power levels. The other three primary adjustment parameters are

the recirculation ratio and the input mixture levels in Volumes 27

and 32.
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TABLE 4

EFFECTS OF VARIATION IN RECIRCULATION RATIO

Parameter: Recirculation Ratio

Variation: Increase from 3.25 to 3.5

Effects: Increase Collapsed Liquid Level in Vol.32 by 0.33 ft.

Decrease Steam Carryunder Quality from 0.40% to 0.12%

Decrease Heat Transfer Area Adjustment by 1.7%

Increase Secondary Mass Inventory by approx. 5%

Decrease Junction 23 Loss Coefficient by 18%

Increase Junction 32 Loss Coefficient by 100%
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TABLE 5

EFFECTS OF VARIATION IN VOLUME 27 BUBBLE GRADIENT

Parameter: Bubble Gradient in Volume 27

Variation: Decrease from 0.95 to 0.75

Effects: Increase Collapsed Liquid Level in Vol.32 by 0.1 ft.

Negligible effects on Steam Carryunder Quality and
Heat Transfer Area Adjustment.

Increase Secondary Mass Inventory by approx. 3%

Increase Junction 32 Form Loss Coefficient by 200%

Decrease Junction 23 Form Loss Coefficient by 4%
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TABLE 6

EFFECTS OF VARIATION IN VOLUME 32 BUBBLE GRADIENT

Parameter: Bubble Gradient in Volume 32

Variation: Increase from 0.0 to 0.25

Effects: Increase Junction 32 Form Loss Coefficient by 10%

Negligible effects on Steam Carryunder, Collapsed Liquid
Level, Junction 23 Form Loss Coefficient, Secondary Mass
Inventory and Heat Transfer Area Adjustment.
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TABLE 7

EFFECTS OF VARIATION IN RELATIVE LIQUID LEVELS

Parameter: Relative Liquid Levels in Volumes 27 and 32

Variation: Decrease Vol. 27 Liquid Level from 6" greater than

Vol. 32 Liquid Level to equal with Vol. 32 Level;

Maintain constant Vol. 32 Liquid Level

Effects: Increase Collapsed Liquid Level in Vol.32 by 0.1 ft.

Decrease Junction 32 Form Loss Coefficient by 50%

Negligible effects on Secondary Mass Inventory, Heat
Transfer Area Adjustment, Steam Carryunder Quality and
Junction 23 Form Loss Coefficient.
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TABLE 8

EFFECTS OF VARIATION IN VOLUME 31 ENTHALPY

Parameter: Volume 31 Enthalpy

Variation: Increase from 505.4 Btu/lbm to 505.9 Btu/lbm

Effects: Increase Collapsed Liquid Level in Vol.32 by 0.05 ft.

Increase Steam Carryunder Quality from 0.40% to 0.50%

Negligible effect on Heat Transfer Area Adjustment

Decrease Secondary Mass Inventory by approx. 1%

Negligible effect on Junction 23 Form Loss Coefficient

Decrease Junction 32 Form Loss Coefficient by 40%
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V. TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

Once a RETRAN steady state calculation has been performed, a tran-

sient calculation may be conducted by introducing a suitable pertur-

bation to the steady state case. Following such a perturbation, the

transient calculation may be allowed to run until stabilization at a

set of conditions representing the new power level is achieved.

As described in Chapter IV, different power levels in a PWR are

characterized by variations in the primary average coolant temperature,

the secondary feed/steam flowrates, and the secondary pressure. In

practice, a complex automatic control/feedback system is utilized

in order to maintain conditions within specified operating limits

(such as constant steam generator water levels above 20% power). For

example, in a load decrease transient, the initial signal for a drop

in power demand to the electrical generator results in a throttling of

the steam flow to the turbine and a partial insertion of the control

rods into the reactor core to decrease the fission heat source. The

throttling of steam flow also results in an increase in secondary steam

pressure due to the additional friction losses introduced. Temperature

dependent reactivity feedback mechanisms come into play as the power

level in the reactor is adjusted to follow the load demand. Also, a

feedback control system which continuously monitors the water level

in the steam generator controls the feedwater flowrate in order to

maintain a constant level.

Feedwater enthalpy is also controlled by the amount of steam which

is extracted to the feedwater heaters. Since the outflow from the
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U-tube generators consists of saturated steam, the feedwater enthalpy

is adjusted so that an approximately linear variation in both primary

average temperature and feed/steam flowrate with power level is ob-

tained. Since the total rate of heat removal by the secondary side

is given by:

cosec (hsat.steam hfeedwater)

it is necessary to adjust the enthalpy of the feedwater to maintain

a heat removal rate which corresponds to the fission source heat

generation rate. Otherwise, the result will be a net change in the

steam generator mass inventory and water level.

It is possible to develop an involved control system model using

the control input options available with RETRAN; however the develop-

ment of such a control system would be a major undertaking and is bey-

ond the scope of this report.

The purpose of the transient calculation included in this chapter

is to demonstrate the stability of the model under the effects of a

hypothetical operational transient. The inputs which initiate the

transient are entered as step perturbations to the steady state case.

Step changes rather than ramps were selected since they constitute a

more severe test of the system response, and reflect its stability

properties (e.g. damping of induced oscillations). The method select-

ed for modeling the transient represents a conservative test of

the stability of the model for this particular case.
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The magnitude of the step changes were selected so as to produce an

asymptotic new power level corresponding to 90% of rated power. This

is consistent with the actual steam generator design capabilities for

normal operation (Figure 12 lists these normal design specifications,

which were obtained from Reference 1), although as modeled it is

not a realistic representation of an actual operational transient

due to the comparatively severe step perturbations employed.

The input perturbations for the load decrease transient are intro-

duced as follows: first, a step change in power level (fission heat

source) is input to the steady state case, while secondary flowrates,

pressures and enthalpies are initially maintained at constant levels.

This results in an immediate decrease in the primary average tempera-

ture, as more heat is being removed from the system than is being

generated. Once the primary average temperature has dropped to the

anticipated value for the new power level (a known condition), step

changes in the secondary feed/steam quantities are introduced. For

this particular transient, the change in feed flowrate lags the steam

flowrate slightly in order to account for the change in secondary mass

inventory which is required for the secondary liquid level to remain

relatively constant at the two different power levels. This mismatch

in feed/steam flowrates was estimated by interpolating between the cal-

culated mass inventories for the 100% and 75% steady state cases and

adjusting the flowrates so that the proper amount of mass would be add-

ed to the secondary side inventory.

Table 9 lists the timing and magnitude of these step perturbation
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inputs. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the variations in liquid level

and recirculation ratio as the transient was allowed to run until

stabilization at a new set of conditions had occurred.

These results show that damped oscillations occurred at the

initiation of the step power change and the step changes in secon-

dary flows and pressures. The model then stabilizes at the 90%

power level. It can be seen from Figure 13 thatthe asymptotic

liquid level reached by the secondary side is 49% of the narrow

range level indication, slightly higher than anticipated by the

estimated change in mass inventory but still reasonable considering

the fact that a 5% variation in collapsed liquid level represents

only about a 2% change in the total secondary mass inventory. The

recirculation ratio stabilized at 3.73 for the 90% power level,

which is in good agreement with the predicted ratio of 3.95 obtain-

ed by interpolation of the steady state values calculated for the

100% and 75% power level cases (see Figure 10).
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FIGURE 12

SUMMARY OF WESTINGHOUSE MODEL 51

STEAM GENERATOR OPERATIONAL DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

1) Steady state operation at up to 105% of full load steam flow.

2) Loading or unloading at a rate of 5% of full power steam flow

per minute in the range of 15% to 105% of full load steam flow.

3) Step load changes of 10% of full power, either increasing or

decreasing, in the range of 15% to 105% of full power steam flow.
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TABLE 9

PERTURBATION INPUTS FOR POWER VARIATION TRANSIENT

TIME (sec)

0.0

10.0

10.0

71.2

71.2

INPUT

Step decrease in fission power level from 100%

to 90% (3411 Mwth to 3070 Mwth).

Step decrease in steam flowrate from 4194 lb/sec

to 3764 lb/sec.

Step increase in steam pressure from 910 psia

to 930 psia.

Step decrease in feedwater flowrate from 4194 lb/sec

to 3764 lb/sec.

Step decrease in feedwater enthalpy from 421.20

Btu/lb to 417.91 Btu/lb (to maintain energy balance)
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a RETRAN model for the U-tube steam generator of a

typical PWR has been developed and tested under a variety of steady

state and transient conditions. The first objective has been to

demonstrate the ability of the model to realistically describe the

fluid and heat transfer properties of the system under nominal oper-

ational steady state conditions. This has been achieved through

a RETRAN steady state self initialization calculation by applying

known quantities for the fission heat source, primary side flowrates,

pressures and temperatures, secondary feed/steam flowrates and pres-

sures, secondary liquid levels, and material properties for the U-tube

heat conductors. Engineering judgement was applied in the selection

of other input parameters which are not precisely specified, including

the recirculation ratio, steam separator model parameters, fractional

steam flow through the moisture separators, and junction form loss

coefficients on the secondary side.

The reasonableness of this steady state solution has been examined

in four ways. First, the ability of the code to converge upon a steady

state solution within defined convergence criteria shows that the

specified system does not violate the physical constraints imposed

by the governing equations for mass, momentum and energy balance, the

fluid state equations, and the known boundary conditions.

Second, the calculated overall heat transfer area adjustment has

been observed to remain small (within 10% of what would be expected
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provided that U-tube geometry, material properties and adjacent fluid

conditions are properly specified). Third, the calculated steam

carryunder quality has remained within the design operating limit of

the unit. Fourth, the calculated pressure drops and junction form

loss coefficients for the secondary side are reasonable. Therefore the

model has been successfully verified with regard to all the available

known parameters for nominal steady state operation, and yields reason-

able results for those parameters which cannot be specifically deter-

mined.

The second objective of this study has been to examine the ability

of the model to calculate reasonable steady state solutions at various

fractional power levels. Again, boundary conditions for the fission

heat source, primary fluid conditions and secondary flowrates and

pressures are known quantities. The desired secondary liquid level

and junction form loss coefficients are obtained by varying the sec-

ondary mixture levels in the moisture separator volume and its sur-

rounding region, the secondary mixing-volume enthalpy specification

and the recirculation ratio. The validity of these steady state

solutions has been shown in the same manner as for the nominal

steady state case.

It should be emphasized, however, that the model's predictions for

changes in recirculation ratio and secondary mass inventory with

power level have not been checked against other predicted or actual

measured values since such data is not available.

The third objective of this study has been to demonstrate the

ability of the model to calculate the response of the system for a
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hypothetical step load decrease transient, and to arrive at an asymp-

totic steady state solution for the target power level without either

diverging or undergoing excessive oscillatory changes in any of the

critical calculated parameters. It is important to note that the

transient studied herein is not representative of a realistic oper-

ational case, since an actual step load decrease would be accomplished

by gradual ramp changes in secondary flowrates and enthalpies, as well

as numerous other minor adjustments based upon temperature reactivity

feedback effects in the core. Additional adjustments would be per-

formed by the automatic secondary liquid level control system. For

the purposes of this study, the load decrease transient was modeled as

a series of step perturbations to the nominal steady state case. The

reasons for modeling the transient in this manner are twofold. First,

by entering the variations in feed/steam flowrates, pressures and en-

thalpies as step changes, rather than as smoother functions of time,

more severe perturbations are introduced into the system which there-

fore provide a greater test of the stability of its response. Second,

in order to realistically model the load decrease transient, an elabo-

rate control system model would have been required, including all of

the automatic feedback control effects previously discussed. The de-

velopment of such a control system model is beyond both the scope and

the purpose of this study.

Now that the basic model has been established and verified, a great

deal of further development work is possible. One logical step

would be to split the model into a two loop version, for example with
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three actual flow loops described by one of the model loops and the

remaining actual flow loop described by the other model loop. Once

this is done, the response of the model under off-normal conditions

can be tested and compared with benchmark analyses contained in

Reference 1 for such transients as the loss of normal feedwater, steam

generator tube rupture and main steam line break.

Another area where further development would be useful is in the

creation of a RETRAN feedback control system for temperature reac-

tivity effects and for the feedwater/steam flow controller, as de-

scribed above. Such a control system would greatly increase the

usefulness of the model for analysis of more complex operational

transients than may be considered at present.
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITION OF TERMS

RECIRCULATION RATIO

The ratio of the return flow of saturated water (plus entrained

steam) exiting the moisture separators to the feed/steam flowrate.

CIRCULATION RATIO

The ratio of the mass flowrate entering the tube bundle region

(recirculating flow plus feed flow) to the feed/steam flowrate.

CIRCULATION RATIO = 1 + RECIRCULATION RATIO

STEAM CARRYUNDER

The weight percent of entrained steam which is drawn out of the

swirl-vane moisture separators along with the recirculating liquid

and enters the downcomer.

MOISTURE CARRYOVER

The weight percent of entrained liquid which is removed along

with the steam flow out the top of the steam generator.

COLLAPSED LIQUID LEVEL

The level which a fluid would reach in a given volume if the

mass in that volume consisted solely of saturated liquid.



LISTING OF INPUT DATA FOR CASE 1

1 = 29 VOLUME ONE-LOOP TROJAN STEAM GENERATOR MODEL
2 * PROBLEM CONTROL AND DESCRIPTION DATA
3 * LDMP NEDI NTC NTRP NVOL NBUB NTDV NJUN NPMPC NCKV NLK NFLL NSLB (CONTROLI)
4 010001 0 3 3 4 29 3 0 33 1 0 0 2 7
5 * NGOM NMAT NCOR NHTX NTMM NODEL MWREAC NLVC MTDV ISFLAG NCHT JSST (CONTROL2)
6 010002 2 4 1 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0
7 * IPRZR ITRNS IDNBC ICF (CONTROL3)
8 010003 1 1 0 0

* POWER(MW) OMEGA (CONTROL4)
10 010005 3411.0 1.0 I( 100 % DESIGN POWER
11 * STEAM TABLE FILE LABEL
12 010050 'GL.RETRAN.STEAM ' 1MVS0011, ' 9, 0
13 * MINOR EDITS
14 * VAR REG VAR REG VAR REG VAR REG VAR REG VAR REG (MINOR EDIT)
15 020001 'XP* *' 32 'XP* *' 35 'XP * *' 26
16 * TIME STEPS
17 * NMIN NMAJ NDMP NCHK DELTM DTMIN TLAST EPSMAX EPSMIN EPST EPSCHG (TIME)
18 030010 10 1 1 0 0.001 0.0001 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.01
19 030020 10 1 1 0 0.1 0.001 1.00 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.01
20
21

030030 10 1 1 0 .1 0.100 3.00 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.01
* TRIP CONTROLS 4 rzi

ro

22 * IDTRP IDSIG IX1 IX2 SETPT DELAY TRIP (TRIP CONTROL)
23 040010 1 1 0 0 1.00 0.0 * END OF PROBLEM
24 040020 2 1 0 0 0.0 0.0 * START FEED/STEAM

bd25 040030 3 1 0 0 1.E9 0.0 * REACTOR TRIP DATA
26 040040 4 1 0 0 1.E9 0.0 * PUMP TRIP DATA
27 * VOLUM DATA
28 * I UB IR AD HW X V ZVOL ZM JTPMV (VOLUME1)
29 50011 .0 0.0 .0 1478.3 19.146 19.146 1 * U PLENUM
30 50021 .0 0.0 .0 309.1 3.178 3.178 1 * HL
31 50031 .0 0.0 .0 622.9 5.75 5.75 1 * SG I PLENUM
32 50041 .0 0.0 .0 569.4 12.825 12.825 1 * SG TUBES
33 50051 .0 0.0 .0 507.0 13.68 13.68 1 * XL
34 50061 .0 0.0 .0 224.0 8.4375 8.4375 1 * RCP
35 50071 .0 0.0 .0 330.2 2.292 2.292 1 * CL
36 50081 .0 0.0 .0 929.8 26.8125 26.8125 1 N DOWNCOMER
37 50091 228 .9 550.2 .0 1602.1 10.6565 10.6565 1 * L PLENUM
38 50101 .0 0.0 .0 281.7 12.0 12.0 1 * BYPASS
39 50111 .0 0.0 .0 597.6 12.0 12.0 1 * L CORE
40 50141 .0 0.0 .0 622.9 5.75 5.75 1 * SG 0 PLENUM
41 50151 .0 0.0 .0 1800.0 50.08 30.1237 1 * PRZR
42 50161 .0 0.0 .0 44.5 8.721 8.721 1 * SURGE LINE
43 50181 .0 0.0 .0 491.7 11.075 11.075 1 * SG TUBES
44 50191 .0 0.0 .0 582.1 13.11 13.11 1 * SG TUBES
45 50201 .0 0.0 .0 582.1 13.11 13.11 1 * SG TUBES
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47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

050211
050221
050231
050241
050251
050261
050271
050281
050291
050301
050311
050321

LOWA

91

0.0
0.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0
D AMY

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 -1.0
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

505.4 0.0
0.0 -1.

ELEV IN Q

2
2
2
1

2
3
2
2

3

91.7 11.075 11.075
69.4 12.825 12.825
36.93 11.075 11.075
36.93 11.075 11.075
47.96 13.110 13.110
64.94 3.08 3.08
63.24 10.25 4.4
48.76 6.41 6.41
41.21 5.167 5.167
66.15 35.26 35.26
88.20 3.08 3.08
71.37 10.25 3.9
R IPTN MESH

*SG TUBES
*SG TUBES
* SG HTD VOL
* SG HEAT VOL
* SG HTD VOL
* SG CHIMNEY
* SG MST SEPS
* SG L STDOME
*SG U STDOME
*SG DNCMR
* SG U DNCMR
* SG SEC

(VOLUME2)59 050012 1.E9 1.0 54.8125 .0 0 0
60 050022 18.3478 2.4167 58.7917 .0 1 20
61 050032 129.8 6.43 60.765 .0 0 0
62 050042 44.4 0.064583 66.515 .0 0 0
63 050052 20.97 2.583 48.3958 .0 1 20
64 050062 1.E9 1.0 54.174 .0 0 0
65 050072 16.5 2.2917 58.8542 .0 1 20
66 050082 1.E9 1.0 38.6875 .0 1 20
67 050092 1.E9 1.0 32.156 .0 0 0
68 050102 2.3 1.0071 42.8125 .0 1 20
69 050112 51.1 0.038628 42.8125 .0 0 0
70 050142 129.8 6.43 60.765 .0 0 071 050152 38.48 7.0 68.333 .0 0 0
72 050162 0.6827 .9323 59.612 .0 0 0
73 050182 44.4 0. 64583 79.34 .0 0 0
74 050192 44.4 0. 64583 90.415 .0 0 0
75 050202 44.4 0. 64533 90.415 .0 0 0
76 050212 44.4 0. 64583 79.34 .0 0 0
77 050222 44.4 0. 64583 66.515 .0 0 0
78 050232 201.98 . 36 68.265 .0 0 0
79 050242 201.98 . 36 79.34 .0 0 0
80 050252 201.98 . 36 90.415 .0 0 0
81 050262 345.76 .0 103.525 .0 0 0
82 050272 230.56 .0 106.605 .0 0 0
83 050282 569.23 .0 116.855 .0 0 0
84 050292 569.23 .0 123.265 .0 0 0
85 050302 78.45 .0 68.265 .0 1 20
86 050312 223.44 .0 103.525 .0 0 0
87 050322 338.67 .0 106.605 .0 0 0
88 * COLLAPSED L QUID LEVEL CALC
89 060000 32
90 x BUBBLE D TA
91 w ALPH VBUB (BUBBLE)02 nAnnli 1.0 3.0 * PRZR



93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138

06001
060031
*

*
080011
080021
080031
080041
080051
080061
080071
080081
080091
080101
080111
080121
080131
080161
080171
080181
080191
080201
080211
080221
080231
080241
080251
080261
080271
080281
030291
080301
080311
080321
080331
080341
080351
*
080012
080022
080032
080042
080052
080062
080072
080082

G.95
0.0

JUNCTION
IW1 IW2 IP
1 2
2 3
3 4
4 18

18 19
19 20
20 21
5 6

6 7

7 8
8 9
9 10
9 11

11 1

10 1

14 5
15 16
16 2
22 14

0 29
30 23
23 24
24 25
25 26
26 27
27 28
28 29
32 28
0 31

27 32
21 22
31 30
32 31

JVERTL JCH
1 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

3.0
3.0

DATA
MP IV

KE JC

LVE
36833.3
36833.3
36833.3
36833.3
36833.3
36833.3
36833.3
36833.3
36833.3
36833.3
36833.3
1657.5
35175.7
35175.7
1657.5
36833.3

36833.3
-4194.0
17824.5
17824.5
17824.5
17824.5
17824.5
4183.5
4194.0
10.5

4194.0
13641.0
36833.3
17824.5
13630.5

LCI NVMIX

WP

0.0
0.0

D

* SG SECONDARY
* SG SECONDARY

AJUN ZJUH
18.3478 60.0
21.237 60.765

44.4 66.515
44.4 79.34
44.4 90.415
44.4 101.525
44.4 90.415

20.97 54.174
16.5 60.0
16.5 60.0

36.394 38.6875
2.3 42.8125

51.1 42.8125
51.1 54.8125
2.3 54.8125

20.97 60.765
0.6827 68.333
0.6827 60.078

44.4 66.515
1.0 128.432

125.87 68.265
201.98 79.34
201.98 90.415
201.98 103.525
230.56 106.605
138.54 116.855
569.2 123.265

338.67 116.855
1.0 106.605

92.22 107.0 .102
44.4 79.340
78.45 103.525
223.44 106.605

AMJ CONCO ICHOKE
.0 1.0 11
.0 1.0 11
.0 1.0 11
.0 1.0 11
.0 1.0 11
.0 1.0 11
.0 1.0 11
.0 1.0 11

NERTA FJUNF FJUNR (JUNCT1)
.966 0.68 0.5 *UP-HL
.0 0.97 0.49 *HL-SG
.0 0.393 0.87 *SGP-T
.0 0.00 0.00 *SGT-T
.0 0.0 0.0 *SGT-T
.0 1.012 1.25 *SGT-7
.0 0.0 0.0 *SGT-T
.803 0.388 0.39 *XL -PU
.832 0.00 0.00 *FU -CL
.966 -1.0 0.5 *CL-DC
.446 0.990 0.5 *PC -LP
.301 11.569 11.56 *LP-BP
.083 7.34 7.34 *LP -COR
.087 14.284 14.284 *COR-UP
.30 -1.0 10.89 *BP-UP
.0 0.477 0.97 *SGP-XL
8.345 0.5 1.0 *PRZ-SL
8.196 1.0 0.5 *SL -HL
.0 0.34 0.47 *SGT-T
.001 0.5 0.5
0.0 -1.0 .0
0.0 1.0 .0
0.0 1.0 .0
0.0 2.0 .0
0.0 1.5 .0
0.0 10.0 .0
0.0 8.0 .0
0.0 5.0 .0
1.0 1.0 .5

-1.0 .0
0.0 0.0 .0 *SGT-7
0.0 0.5 .0
0.0 0.5 .82
IHQCOR ISP (JUNCT2)

0

0 0

0

3 0
3 0

3 0
3 0

0 0



139 080092 1 .0 1.0 11 0
140 080102 1 .0 1.0 11 0
141 080112 1 .0 1.0 11 0
142 080122 1 .0 1.0 11 0
143 080132 1 .0 1.0 11 2
144 080162 1 .0 1.0 11 1
145 080172 1 .0 1.0 11 0
146 080182 1 .0 1.0 11 0
147 080192 1 .0 1.0 11 0
148 080202 1 .0 1.0 11 0
149 080212 1 .0 1.0 11 1
150 080222 1 .0 1.0 11 0
151 080232 1 .0 1.0 11 0
152 080242 1 .0 1.0 11 0
153 080252 1 .0 1.0 11 0
154 080262 1 .0 1.0 11 0
155 080272 1 .0 1.0 11 0
156 080282 1 .0 1.0 11 0
157 080292 1 .0 1.0 11 0
158 080302 1 .0 1.0 11 0
159 080312 1 .0 1.0 11 0
160 080322 1 .0 1.0 11 0
161 080332 1 .0 1.0 11 3
162 080342 1 .0 1.0 11 0
163 080352 1 .0 1.0 11 0
164 UMP DESCRIPTI N DATA
165 * IP ITPUMP IRP I M IMT OMGA PSRAT PFLOWR PHEADR (PUMP 1)
166 090011 1 4 0 1 190. 1.0 354000.0 276.75 * DESIGN
167 * PT RKR PINRTA VRHO TO KMR (PUMP 2)168 090012 9 742. 328000. 0.0 .0 0.0
169 NT 0 RPM NORM RPM NORMT RPM NORMT RPM NORMT (MOTOR TORK)
170 097011 1 0.0 0.9 240.0 1.06 360.0 1.10 540.0 1.27
171 097012 660.0 1.4 756.0 1.62 840.0 1.82 1104.0 2.61
172 097013 1116.0 2.6 1128.0 2.60 1164.0 1.94 1190.0 1.00
173 097014 1200.0 0.0
174 * CAVCON FPUMP S UMP (PUMP STOP)
175 095011 0.0 0.0 .0
176 100000 2 -4 * 4 URVES OVERLAYED ON W PUMP CURVE SET
177 101011 6 0.0 1.75 0.2 1.625 0.4 1.40 0.6 1.30 0.8 1.25 1.0 1.0
178 101021 4 0.66 0.0 0.8 0.375 0.85 0.5 1.0 1.0
179 101091 6 0.0 0.95 0.2 0.97 0.4 0.97 0.6 0.98 0.8 1.02 1.0 1.0
180 101101 3 0.57 0.0 0.8 0.54 1.0 1.0
181 * GENERAL DATA TABLE
182 * NAREA TIME AREA TIME AREA TIME AREA TIME AREA (AREA)183 FILL DATA
184 NFILL ITFILL JX JY TIME FLUX ENTHALPY PRESS (FILLS)J85 130101 3 2 0 0 0.0 4194.0 420.3 1105.0 *FW INLET



186
187
188
189
190

130102
130103
130201
130202
130203

10.0 4194.0 420.3 1105.0
1.E9 0.0 420.3 1105.0

3 2 0 0 0.0 -4194.0 1196.1 910.0 *NEG FILL
10.0 -4194.0 1196.1 910.0
1.E9 0.0 1196.1 910.0

191 * KINETICS DATA
192 * KMUL BOVL RHOIN UDUF PROMP LAMBDA TAU (KIN CONST)
193 140000 1.0 243.1 0.0 0.6 1.0 0.0 0.0 * BOL SAR-RSE
194 * SCRAM DATA
195 * NSCR ITSCRM TIME $ TIME $ TIME S TIME $ (SCRAM)
196 141001 -3 3 0.0 0.0 0.01 -10.0 3.6E5 -10.0
197 * REACTIVITY COEFFICIENT DATA
198 * NDEN DENSITY $ DENSITY $ DENSITY S (DEN-REAC)
199 142000 0 a( 0 MOD COEFF
200 * NDOP TEMP $ TEMP $ TEMP $ TEMP $ (DOP-REAC)
201 143000 0 * USE DOPP COEFF
202 * DENWT FTWT ALPHTM ALPHTW QPMOD QDMOD (REAC COEFF)
203 140010 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 * OL SAR
204 * HEAT CONDUCTOR DATA
205 * IVSL IVSR IGOM ISB IMCL IMCR ASUL ASUR VOLS H ML HDMR (COND 1)
206 150011 0 11 1 0 0 0 0 59866.3 466.46 0.038628 * CORE
207 150041 4 23 2 0 0 0 30452.0 34381.4 135.1 0.036 *SG ST
208 150051 18 24 2 1 0 0 30452.0 34381.4 135.1 0.036
209 150061 19 25 2 1 0 0 30324.3 34237.2 134.6 0.036
210 150071 20 25 2 1 0 0 30324.3 34237.2 134.6 0.036
211 150081 21 24 2 1 0 0 30452.0 34381.4 135.1 0.036
212 150091 22 23 2 1 0 0 30452.0 34381.4 135.1 0.036
213 * DHEL DHER CHNL CHNR IHXQF PFR HTC (COND 2)
214 150012 0 0 0 0 0 * CORE
215 150042 0 0 11.075 11.075 1

216 150052 0 0 11.075 11.075 1
217 150062 0 0 11.029 11.029 1
218 150072 0 0 11.029 11.029 1

219 150082 0 0 11.075 11.075 1
220 150092 0 0 11.075 11.075 1

221 * ISLB CLTI QFRAC (CORE SECT)
222 160010 1 0.0 1.0
223 * IG NR IM NDX X0 XR PF (COND GEOM)
224 170101 2 3 1 5 0 0.0134375 1.0 * CORE(PELLET)
225 170102 1 2 1 0.000270833 0.0 * GAP
226 170103 0 3 1 0.001875 0.0 * ZR-4
227 170201 2 1 4 2 0.0322915 0.0041668 0.0 * SG
228 * THERMAL PROPERTY DATA
229 * NKP TEMP K TEMP K TEMP K TEMP K TEMP K (K VS T) cr
230 180101 -20 500. 3.341 650. 2.971 800. 2.677 950. 2.439 1100. 2.242 * UO2 o
231 180102 1250. 2.078 1400. 1.940 1550. 1.823 1700. 1.724 1850. 1.639 * UO2



X32 180103 2000. 1.568 2150. 1.507 2300. 1.457 2450. 1.415 2600. 1.382 * UO2233 180104 3100. 1.323 3600. 1.333 4100. 1.406 4600. 1.538 5100. 1.730 * UO2234 180201 -2 500. 0.150 5000. 0.150 * GAP235 180301 -16 392. 8.208 572. 8.784 752. 9.54 932. 10.4 1112. 11.3 * ZR 4236 180302 1292. 12.5 1472. 13.2 1652. 13.97 1832. 14.8 2012. 16.13237 180303 2192. 17.8 2372. 19.7 2552. 21.78 2732. 24.0 3092. 28.91238 180304 3360. 33.1
239 180401 -3 212. 10.0 752. 11.0 1832. 18.0 *INCONEL
240 * NCP TEMP DCP TEMP DCP TEMP DCP TEMP DCP TEMP DCP (CP VS T)
241 190101 -16 32. 34.45 122. 38.35 212. 40.95 392. 43.55 752. 46.80 * UO2
242 190102 2012. 51.35 2732. 52.65 3092. 56.55 3452. 63.05 3812. 72.80 * UO2
243 190103 4352. 89.70 4532. 94.25 4712. 98.15 4892. 100.1 5144. 101.4 * UO2
244 190104 8000. 101.4 * UO2
245 190201 -3 400. 0.163 1000. 0.096 1600. 0.029 * GAP
246 190301 -5 32. 28.392 1480.3 34.476 1675. 85.2 1787.5 34.5 3500. 34.5 * ZR 4
247 190401 -9 392. 60.94 482. 62.14 662. 64.51 752. 65.56 1022. 67.76 *INCONEL
248 190402 1202. 73.49 1382. 75.85 1562. 78.22 1652. 79.43 *INCONEL
249 200101 -2 500. 0.0 5000. 0.0 *U0-2
250 200201 -2 500. 0.0 5000. 0.0 *GAP
251 200301 -2 500. 0.0 5000. 0.0 *ZR 4
252 200401 -2 500. 0.0 5000. 0.0 *INCONEL
253 * LCOUNT ACEPSI HEPSI EPSIM (S-S INITIAL)
254 230000 -35 1.E-5 1.E-5 1.E-5
255 * ISGNUM JBIAS JBAL POWF
256 230011 1 31 22 1.0
257 * CONTROL DIMENSION DATA
258 * NCI NCB
259 * IDC VAR REG GAIN CIC (IBLOCKS)
260 * IDC ITYPE INC1 INC2 CGAIN CP1 CP2 CIC CMIN CMAX (CBLOCKS)
261 .


